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This was the original site of the oldest shipyard dock in
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Photo author’s own, taken during his fieldwork on
28 June 2014
Other examples of uses of coal power are like this
1850 kiln reactor found in Saga prefecture that utilizes
coal to produce unnamed industrial products (probably
the likes of bricks and other mass-manufactured products).
The photo on the right depicts figurines of workers inserting coal
fuels into the kiln. Photo author’s own, taken in the public area
outside Saga train station, during his study trip in summer 2013
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kiln reactor found in Saga prefecture that utilizes coal to
produce unnamed industrial products (probably the likes
of bricks and other mass-manufactured products).
The photo on the right depicts figurines of workers
inserting coal fuels into the kiln. Photo author’s own,
taken in the public area outside Saga train station,
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This is a photo of a modern electrified railway train plying
southern China today. Photo author’s own, taken in
Hong Kong in 2013. This train is travelling between
Guangzhou and Hung Hom station of Hong Kong
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